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Introduction
Neighborhood effects are the impacts on an individual’s outcomes that result from their expo-

sure to living in a given neighborhood.1 Where do neighborhood effects come from? Approaches in
economics and related disciplines suggest that neighborhoods exert an influence on the outcomes of
their residents through exposure to the available amenities present in them. For instance, a neighborhood within a particular school’s attendance boundary exposes its children to the influence of
teachers, peers, and educational resources that contribute to a child’s human capital development.
Policymakers concerned with poor outcomes have focused some attention for decades on the question: If a family moves to neighborhood x, how will their outcomes change compared to living
in neighborhood y? If public funds are spent to support moves to “better” neighborhoods, which
neighborhoods are better?
Measuring neighborhood effects is made difficult by the fact that families sort endogenously
according to their preferences, information, and resources, and that peer effects are among the
amenities over which that sorting occurs. This neighborhood sorting process complicates arriving
at a causal answer to policymakers’ most pressing questions. Policymakers have generally settled
for indicators of neighborhood effects based on the availability of amenities suggested by theory.
Amenities like access to jobs, high-performing schools, and a safe environment are inputs to the
formation of the human capital that people use to lead productive lives. Researchers and policymakers also look to socio-economic indicators such as low poverty, high adult education levels, etc.
to identify promising neighborhoods.
A new approach to identifying neighborhood effects is based on the possibilities offered through
big data. Chetty et al. (2020) introduce an innovative new data set called the Opportunity Atlas
(OA) that is based on the outcomes of the entire 1978-1983 birth cohort in the US. The OA
estimates conditional expectation functions for each neighborhood in terms of parental income,
race/ethnicity, and gender using the outcomes of the children who grew up in each neighborhood.
While an outcome-based approach is sure to lead to new insights into neighborhood effects, the
phenomenon of neighborhood sorting haunts the OA in multiple ways. First, OA estimates share
the problem of endogenous selection common to any reduced-form measure of neighborhood effects:
Because parents choose neighborhoods based on their preferences and constraints, a child’s exposure
to a neighborhood is an endogenous choice outside the control of the researcher. To the extent that
parents are the unobserved contributors to a child’s outcomes, their choice of neighborhood may
simply signal their private and unobserved contributions to a child’s development in a more public
way.
Second, the OA relies on the presence of children whose parents differ in several dimensions
in order to estimate heterogeneous neighborhood effects by race, gender, and income level. Both
income and racial segregation are persistent features of neighborhoods across the US. In many
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In terms of a model of the intergenerational transmission of human capital, one can define neighborhood effects as neighborhood-specific differences in the productivity of investments in a child’s human capital accumulation
(Aliprantis and Carroll (2018)).
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ways, the sorting of access to amenities along these lines is the primary problem policymakers are
interested in solving today by assisting people in lacking communities to access better-resourced
ones. Precisely because of how residents have sorted across neighborhoods, however, there are many
neighborhoods where few or no counterfactuals exist to show how children of different backgrounds
performed in the same neighborhood. We show that the degree of sorting by income and race
gives reasons to be cautious in accepting the OA’s modeled results in some neighborhoods. We
discuss the implications of this finding for understanding the contribution of residential segregation
to racial income inequality and for interpreting results of the Moving to Opportunity housing
mobility experiment.
Third, the OA relies on realized outcomes for children who were born approximately 40 years before today. Neighborhoods and entire cities change over time through gentrification, urban decline,
regional migration and community development. While Chetty et al. (2020) provide suggestive evidence that neighborhood change is not significant after 10 years time, this does not necessarily hold
in general. We show that the neighborhoods where the OA diverges most from traditional measures
of neighborhood effects are those neighborhoods that have experienced the largest changes in their
populations, both in terms of raw counts and in terms of observable socio-economic characteristics.
We believe there is important new evidence on neighborhood effects in the Opportunity Atlas,
beginning with many of the patterns already documented in Chetty et al. (2020). The results in
this note, however, serve as a reminder that OA rankings are not a direct measure of neighborhood
effects. We construe our results as suggesting caution for interpretations of the OA data set at
a granular level, whether in terms of disagreements with contemporary measures or in terms of
counterfactual predictions. Even with access to high-quality administrative data, neighborhood
sorting remains the fundamental obstacle to neighborhood effects research.
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Data
We consider four measures of neighborhood effects, where we define neighborhoods as census

tracts.2 For decennial Census data before 2010, when appropriate we impute count estimates into
2010 tract boundaries using the Longitudinal Tract Data Base (LTDB) described in Logan et al.
(2014), Logan et al. (2016), and Logan et al. (2020). For each measure, we rank neighborhoods in
terms of the national distribution of individuals.3
The first measure we use is the poverty rate in a tract, a common measure since at least Wilson
(1987). The index labeled “neighborhood quality” as originally used in Aliprantis and Richter
(2020) is the first principal component of six socio-economic factors available in the 1990 decennial
census and 2014-2018 American Community Survey (ACS), downloaded from the National Histor2

Assuming that census tracts are the unit over which neighborhood externalities operate is a strong assumption,
typically made due to data limitations. See Durlauf (2004) and Galster (2019) for broad discussions and Chetty et al.
(2020), Aliprantis (2017b), and McCartney and Shah (2019) for evidence of specific neighborhood effects that are
highly-localized.
3
When interpreting our results, it is important to recall that there are statistical challenges specific to rank
measures (Mogstad et al. (2020)).
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ical Geographic Information System (NHGIS, Manson et al. (2020)). The Childhood Opportunity
Index 2.0 (COI) developed at Brandeis University (Noelke et al. (2020)) includes information from
29 items, many of which come from data sources beyond the Census, like the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The Opportunity Atlas (OA) uses the outcomes for individuals born between 1978 and 1983
who spent time growing up in a given neighborhood to predict outcomes for children growing up
in those neighborhoods today. This birth cohort corresponds to children aged 6-11 in the 1990
Census. Unless otherwise stated, our analysis focuses on the OA ranking of neighborhoods based
on the estimated average family income at age 29 for children with parents at the 25th percentile
of income. This ranking is currently being used to guide policy decisions (Bergman et al. (2020)).
We sometimes also refer to the OA rankings for high-income kids and low-income kids to denote
children with, respectively, 75th and 25th percentile income parents. While we focus on the OA
rankings pooled over race/ethnicity and gender, we also consider the OA rankings for black and
white males with 25th percentile income parents.
Appendix A describes these measures in greater detail.
We estimate the number of high- and low-income children aged 6-11 in each tract in the 1990
Census. Recall that since the OA is estimated on children born between 1978 and 1983, and the
1990 census asked about the year 1989, the group of children aged 6-11 in the 1990 census is the
OA estimation sample.4 We define quartiles of the household income distribution using the five
percent sample of the 1990 Census from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS-USA,
Ruggles et al. (2018)). We estimate the number of high-income kids in a tract as the share of the
tract’s households that are at or above the 75th percentile of household income times the number
of children aged 6-11. We estimate the number of low-income kids in a neighborhood analogously
in terms of the households at or below the 25th percentile of household income.5
To provide concrete examples of our findings, we consider two case studies from Cuyahoga
County, Ohio. Appendix Figure 7a highlights the areas we consider. In blue is the Central Neighborhood, a collection of tracts that is one of the most economically disadvantaged areas in the city
of Cleveland. In red is Shaker Heights, an inner ring suburb well-known for its efforts at racial
and economic integration (Meckler (2019), Malone (2019), Galster (2019), Ferguson (2001), Ogbu
(2003)).

3

Neighborhood Effects in the Opportunity Atlas
We first establish evidence that OA rankings do indeed reflect evidence on neighborhood effects

relative to measures based on demographic characteristics. One approach to doing so is to relate
4
Moreover, 1990 is likely to be the most important decennial census for use in comparison with the OA, since the
age range of 6-11 is likely when neighborhoods most influenced children’s outcomes relative to the alternative ranges
of 0-1 or 16-21.
5
Appendix Figure 6 replicates this approach to measuring the number of poor kids in a tract and finds that this
measure is generally accurate.
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each tract to neighborhood effects likely to operate outside of the tract. To do this, for each tract
we calculate the mean neighborhood quality of other tracts in the same school district. If the
OA ranking of neighborhoods has information on neighborhood effects beyond the neighborhood
quality measure, we expect that this information would be correlated with the influence of other
tracts sharing a given tract’s school district.
We find that this is indeed the case: Tracts linked with higher quality tracts through their school
district are systematically ranked higher by the OA than by neighborhood quality. Appendix Table
3 and Appendix Figure 9 show the details.

4

Neighborhood Sorting in the Opportunity Atlas
We now investigate the role of neighborhood sorting in determining OA rankings. We begin by

documenting the fact that OA rankings have substantial variation that is not explained by observed
characteristics. For example, when a tract’s ranking in terms of 2018 neighborhood quality or the
COI is regressed on the tract’s ranking in terms of 2018 poverty, one obtains values of R2 of 0.74
and 0.70, respectively. The additional variation in the COI is expected, due to its inclusion of many
more variables than neighborhood quality (Lens (2017)). Subsequent additional variation in the
OA may also be expected, but the magnitude of the additional variation is surprisingly low: When
a tract’s ranking in terms of the OA is regressed on the tract’s ranking in terms of 2018 poverty,
one obtains an R2 of 0.35. See Appendix Table 4 and Figure 10 for more details.
Another way of showing the additional variation in the OA ranking is in Figure 1, which displays
scatter plots of 1,000 randomly-selected tracts. The left panel shows that the COI and 2018 quality
rankings of neighborhoods are highly correlated: A low-quality tract receives a low COI ranking,
and a high-quality tract receives a high COI ranking. In contrast, the OA ranking of neighborhoods
is closer to uniform conditional on quality. A low-quality tract may receive a very high OA ranking,
and a high-quality tract may receive a very low OA ranking.
The right panel in Figure 1 provides suggestive evidence that the sample sizes generated by
neighborhood sorting contribute to disagreements between the OA and neighborhood quality. The
green dots in Figure 1b plot the R2 of a regression of the OA ranking of a tract on its 1990
neighborhood quality ranking conditional on having a small range of children in the 1990 Census.6
We see that the R2 can rise above 0.7 for tracts with many children, but that the R2 starts below
0.1 in tracts with the fewest children. This pattern is suggestive that an important share of the
additional variation in the OA is due to small sample sizes resulting from neighborhood sorting.

6

Note that in this case we are using the OA ranking for children with mean-income parents.
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(a) COI, OA, and 2018 Quality

(b) COI, OA (Mean), and Quality

Figure 1: Joint Distributions of Rankings
Note: The left panel displays a scatterplot of 1,000 randomly-selected Census tracts. Green dots show the joint distribution of
the OA and 2018 neighborhood quality rankings of neighborhoods, and blue dots show the joint distribution of the COI and
2018 neighborhood quality rankings of neighborhoods. The right panel reports the R2 from population-weighted regressions
within single percentiles of the total number of children aged 6-11 in the tract in the 1990 Census. The green dots show the
R2 for regressions of OA (mean) ranking on 1990 neighborhood quality and the blue dots show the R2 for regressions of COI
ranking on 2018 neighborhood quality.

4.1

Neighborhood Sorting by Income Contributes to Disagreements

The left panel in Figure 2 shows that the high level of variation in the OA ranking of neighborhoods is also present when ranking neighborhoods for children from rich versus poor parents.
The neighborhoods in “Group a” in the figure are ranked very low for children of poor parents, but
very high for children of rich parents. Conversely, the neighborhoods in “Group b” are ranked very
high for children of poor parents, but very low for children of rich parents.
How much does the variation in Figure 2a reflect neighborhood effects rather than neighborhood
sorting? In other words, could the variation in Figure 2a be driven by small sample sizes due to
neighborhood sorting by income?
Figure 2b shows that there was strong neighborhood sorting by income in the US in the 1990
Census: There are very few observations of high-income kids aged 6-11 in low-quality tracts. Half
of low-quality tracts have less than 20 high-income children. Likewise, Appendix Figure 13b shows
that there are few observations of low-income kids aged 6-11 in high-quality tracts. Almost half of
high-quality tracts have less than 30 low-income kids.
Consider the implications of these figures for the neighborhoods in Group a in Figure 2a. OA
estimates for a low-quality neighborhood where high-income kids do well but low-income kids do
poorly are likely to reflect statistical noise, rather than neighborhood effects, due to the absence of
high-income kids. Similarly, OA estimates for a high-quality neighborhood where high-income kids
do well but low-income kids do poorly are likely to reflect statistical noise, rather than neighborhood
effects, due to the absence of low-income kids.
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(a) OA Rankings for 25th and 75th Percentile Households

(b) Kids in Low-Quality Neighborhoods

Figure 2: Joint Distribution of Rankings and Sample Sizes
Note: The left panel displays a scatterplot of the same 1,000 randomly-chosen Census tracts from Figure 1a. The green dots
show the joint distribution of tracts’ rankings in terms of the adult incomes of children with 25th percentile (low-) income
parents and with 75th percentile (high-) income parents. The right panel displays the estimated number of children aged 6-11
in the 1990 Census with parents in the top and bottom quartiles of household income residing in tracts in the bottom quartile
of 1990 neighborhood quality.

Looking at the case study of Shaker Heights, Ohio in Appendix Figure 7b helps to illustrate
what neighborhood sorting by income means for OA estimates. This figure reports the expected
individual income for children growing up in tracts in Shaker Heights together with the number of
children aged 6-11 in the 1990 Census with parents at or below the 25th percentile of household
income. The tracts highlighted in white show that large differences in estimates could be driven
by a lack of low-income children. The white tract in the west predicts income that is 40 percent
higher than the white tract in the east. There is reason to believe that this difference captures
neighborhood effects: 1990 neighborhood quality in the western tract is 98, compared to 1990
quality of 83 for the eastern tract. However, there is also reason to believe that this difference in
predicted income reflects small sample sizes. The tract in the west had 22 low-income children in
the 1990 Census, while the tract in the east had 15.
The question of when differences in quality and OA rankings are driven by sample size is difficult
because there is a mechanical relationship between neighborhood quality and the number of highor low-income children in a census tract. However, we can look at the variation within the OA
rankings by parental income to get some sense of the role of sample size in generating variation
in the OA. Figure 3a shows that the variability in the difference in OA rankings conditional on
parental income by showing the interquartile range (75th percentile minus the 25th percentile) of
the distribution conditional on the sum of high- and low-income kids. We see that variability in the
difference of OA rankings is highest when there are few children in a tract and lowest in tracts with
many children. This suggests that differences in OA estimates for high- and low-income children
are driven by statistical noise in addition to neighborhood effects. Neighborhood sorting by income
is likely to generate the same kinds of statistical noise in the difference in OA and contemporary
rankings of the same tract.
6

When interpreting the above figures, it is important to note that the OA rankings have been
purposefully perturbed to protect the confidentiality of subjects. Adding statistical noise to the
OA guided by this ethical constraint, as described in Chetty and Friedman (2019), means that
larger perturbations are added precisely where the sample sizes are the smallest. This makes large
deviations most likely to occur in tracts with few observations, just as they are more likely to occur
for groups with smaller samples.7

4.2

Neighborhood Sorting over Time Contributes to Disagreements

A known issue with the OA rankings is that they measure outcomes for children who grew
up in each tract decades ago. There are reasons to doubt that this would affect OA rankings of
tracts today, since the ranking of tracts within metros tends to be stable over time (Malone and
Redfearn (2018)). Figure 12b shows, perhaps surprisingly then, that changes in quality over time
are highly predictive of disagreements between neighborhood quality and OA rankings. The figure
shows a local linear regression of the difference in ranking between 2018 neighborhood quality
and the OA ranking as a function of the difference between 2018 and 1990 neighborhood quality
rankings. Changes in neighborhoods over time predict large differences between the neighborhood
quality ranking based on current inhabitants and the OA ranking based on previous inhabitants.
Appendix Figures 11 and 12 show this finding in terms of population growth as well.

(a) Variability of Rankings of the Same Tract

(b) Disagreements by Change in Quality

Figure 3: Explaining Differences in the Rankings of the Same Tract
Note: The left panel plots the interquartile range (75th percentile minus the 25th percentile) of the distribution of differences
between the OA high-income and OA low-income ranking of a tract conditional on the sum of high- and low-income kids in
the tract. The right panel plots a local linear regression of the mean difference in a tract’s 2018 neighborhood quality minus its
OA ranking.

Returning to Figure 1a, we again consider the issue of how to interpret differences between OA
rankings of tracts and rankings based on contemporary measures of observable characteristics. Our
7

See, for example, that the relative share of added noise to income for Blacks is higher than it is for Whites as
reported in Table II of Chetty et al. (2020).
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results suggest that the presence of tracts in Group B could be explained in terms of neighborhood
sorting over time rather than neighborhood effects. When combined with the results on neighborhood sorting by income, we conclude that both a small number of low-income children and changes
over time could explain tracts in Group B.

4.3

Neighborhood Sorting by Race Leads to Limited Overlap

One of the first questions we might want to ask with the new OA data is the following: How
much would intergenerational income mobility converge if black and white boys grew up in the
same neighborhoods? This question is motivated by the facts that (i) a child’s expected income is
different across race, even conditional on parental income (Mazumder (2012)), and (ii) this racial
inequality in intergenerational mobility is driven by differences in boys’ outcomes (Chetty et al.
(2020)).
Using the OA data set, Chetty et al. (2020) estimate that black males under-perform the
individual income of white males by 10 percentile points across the income distribution of parents.
In regressions that includes tract and block fixed effects this gap is only reduced to 8 and 7 percentile
points. A natural interpretation of these results is that the intergenerational income mobility gap
would fall by at most 30 percent if black and white boys grew up in the same neighborhoods.
There are three important caveats to interpreting this exercise, with the third being newly
presented in this note.
First, neighborhood effects may not be invariant to the societal changes required for residential integration. There are reasons to believe that residential integration in the US would create
“a national reckoning that would lead to spiritual renewal” (Coates (2014)) and a renewed “selfconception as a democratic society” (Rothstein (2017)), generating the type of social change required for black and white people to be treated more equally when living in the same neighborhoods
than is currently the case (Aliprantis et al. (2020)).
Second, the OA data are for adults in their 30s. While the OA takes lifecycle bias into account
by characterizing neighborhoods in terms of rankings rather than raw outcomes (Chetty et al.
(2020)), this issue cannot be entirely accounted for by research design. Using data with a longer
time horizon, like the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), would likely lead us to conclude
that the gap in mobility is even larger than estimated in the OA data (Mazumder (2018)).
Third, the regressions estimated in Chetty et al. (2020) only apply to a select set of neighborhoods. The strength of residential segregation in the US means that we simply have not observed
many black children growing up in tracts where we would expect them to experience large positive
neighborhood effects on their economic outcomes.
In the 1990 Census, the median tract in the top half of neighborhood quality had 2 black boys
in the OA sample age range (6-11). Figure 4a shows how quickly the median number of black boys
in 1990 Census tracts falls as 1990 neighborhood quality increases. At the lowest levels of quality,
most tracts have 50 black boys or more with which to estimate outcomes. But once quality gets
out of the bottom decile, the number of black boys is already too low to reliably estimate outcomes
8

in many neighborhoods. Outside the bottom third of tracts, most neighborhoods simply do not
have enough observations to reliably predict how black boys would do if residing there. Appendix
Figure 14a shows that this is not a matter of black boys being concentrated in urban areas; the
same pattern holds in metros with populations of at least 1 million inhabitants.
Figure 4b shows how this neighborhood sorting by race in the 1990 Census passes through to the
Opportunity Atlas. The share of tracts with publicly-reported outcome estimates for black males
drops rapidly as 2018 neighborhood quality rises. In the top half of tracts, 21 percent of tracts have
estimates for black males.8 The strong neighborhood sorting by race in the 1990 Census could also
have implications for the patterns documented in Section VII.B.2 of Chetty et al. (2020).

(a) Number of Boys by Quality

(b) Tracts with OA Estimates by Quality

Figure 4: Neighborhood Sorting by Race
Note: The left panel plots the median number of black and white boys in the OA sample age range, 6-11, in census tracts at
each level of 1990 neighborhood quality. The right panel plots the percent of tracts at each level of 2018 neighborhood quality
that have OA rankings published for black and white males.

Returning to the case study of Shaker Heights, Ohio, we can see a concrete example of what
neighborhood sorting by race means for OA estimates.
Appendix Figure 8a shows the expected individual income in tracts along with the number of
black boys aged 6-11 in the 1990 Census. Again comparing the tracts highlighted in white, we
see that the western tract has predicted income that is nearly 50 percent higher than the eastern
tract. Given the sample sizes of 22 and 10 in these tracts, though, it is difficult to judge how much
of this difference reflects neighborhood effects and how much reflects statistical noise due to small
samples. We also note that these sample sizes in Shaker Heights reflect tracts below the blue line
in Figure 4b. Only one tract in Shaker Heights does not have OA estimates for black males, and
that tract had 5 black boys aged 6-11 in the 1990 Census. Tracts with 10 and 11 boys in the 1990
Census do have publicly-reported estimates.
8

Chetty et al. (2020) report a sample size cutoff of 20 observations for publicly releasing a tract’s estimate, and
the distributions of within-tract gaps shown in Chetty et al. (2020) Online Appendix Figure XIVa excludes tracts
with fewer than 50 black or white male children.
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5

Policy Implications

5.1

Housing Mobility Programs

Aliprantis et al. (2020) show that in most cases the choice between measures of neighborhood
effects will not have large implications for the success of housing mobility programs. Nevertheless,
we are still interested in using the OA to gain new insights into housing mobility programs.
Neighborhood sorting affects how we can use the OA to think about housing mobility programs
like Moving to Opportunity (MTO). Figure 5a illustrates the dichotomy in interpretations of MTO
based on observable socio-economic characteristics. When viewed in terms of changes in the raw
poverty rate, MTO can be interpreted as having induced large changes in participants’ neighborhood
poverty (Kling et al. (2007), Fryer Jr and Katz (2013), Ludwig et al. (2008)). When viewed in
terms of changes in the distribution of poverty and other observable characteristics, MTO can be
interpreted as having induced small changes in participants’ neighborhoods. The latter view sees
MTO as having moved participants around segregated neighborhoods still likely to be disconnected
from the mainstream economy (Sampson (2008), Clampet-Lundquist and Massey (2008), Aliprantis
(2017a)).

(a) Sorting in MTO by Poverty

(b) Sorting in MTO by OA Income Estimates

Figure 5: Neighborhood Sorting in Moving to Opportunity (MTO)
Note: The left panel presents data from the 2000 US Census along with MTO treatment and control group means as reported
in Kling et al. (2007). The right panel uses those age 26 in the 5% IPUMS-USA sample of the 2004-2008 American Community
Survey, when the OA sample was aged 26, to compute the percentiles of the individual-level earnings distribution. OA tract
outcomes for children with 10th percentile parents estimated and reported in terms of these percentiles are linked with the US
population in the 2000 Census to then provide an OA ranking of tracts in terms of mean age 26 individual earnings. The MTO
treatment and control group means are taken to be $7,000 and $12,289 for mean individual earnings for children with parents
at p=10 in the Opportunity Atlas based on Chetty et al. (2020) Figure X.

Figure 5b shows that the dichotomy in interpretations of MTO based on observable characteristics extends to the interpretation of MTO based on the OA. If viewed in terms of the raw change
in mean individual income, the change induced by MTO was large. If viewed in terms of the OA
ranking of neighborhoods in terms of mean individual income, the change induced by MTO was
small. The range of neighborhoods shown in Figure X of Chetty et al. (2020) is restricted to the
10

left tail of tracts in the US according to their OA rankings. The case study of the Central Neighborhood in Cleveland, Ohio helps us to understand this range. Appendix Figure 8b shows that
the treatment mean in MTO does not reach beyond the Central Neighborhood: The experimental
group in MTO tended to remain in the most economically-disadvantaged tracts in the country.
Appendix Figure 15 shows the implications of the OA dichotomy for extrapolating results from
MTO using the OA data. The left panel shows that when extrapolating based on tracts’ raw
outcomes across the range in Chetty et al. (2020) Figure XIV, the support of the data is large
relative to the support of extrapolation. The right panel shows that when extrapolating based on
tracts’ rankings, the support of the data is small relative to the support of extrapolation. Our
conclusion is that identifying neighborhood effects using MTO data will require using a model,
whether a linear regression as in Chetty et al. (2020) or a model of neighborhood selection as in
Aliprantis and Richter (2020).
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Conclusion
The Opportunity Atlas makes substantial contributions to our understanding of intergenera-

tional mobility and provides a foundation for the future of neighborhood effects research. We find
that caution is warranted, however, in using the Opportunity Atlas (OA) as a literal atlas of opportunity. Its authors point to the OA’s disagreement with traditional measures of neighborhood
effects as evidence that the OA is more informative due to its direct measurement of outcomes. We
find some suggestive evidence to support that assertion. However, we also find that the promising
estimates policymakers might care about most are often thin on underlying data (ie, high opportunity areas for low-income Black people). The resulting estimates are likely the product of
parametric estimation more than a robust sample of parents and their children.
The challenges we document in this note are not unique to the OA; it is difficult both to identify
neighborhood effects (Graham (2018)) and to communicate uncertainty (Manski (2015)). Nevertheless, our results suggest practitioners should neither start nor end their search for opportunity
neighborhoods with OA data. We recommend users of the OA data pay significant attention to
the credibility of estimates when focusing on neighborhoods that have historically had few families
of a particular group on which to base the estimates and neighborhoods that have experienced
significant change over time.
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A

Strengths and Weaknesses of Each Measure
The strength of each measure of neighborhood effects we consider tends to be a weakness of the

other measures. Table 2 summarizes the strengths and weakness of each measure.
The strength of neighborhood poverty is that (P-i) the neighborhood effects mechanisms it is
thought to capture are clear and intuitive; and that (P-ii) the data are both timely and made
publicly-available by the NHGIS. We believe that concentrated poverty has negative effects on
residents in a neighborhood. The weakness of poverty as a measure of neighborhood effects is that
(P-a) we also believe there should be considerable variation in neighborhood effects depending on
other characteristics of a neighborhood.
The strength of neighborhood quality as a measure of neighborhood effects is that (Q-i) it can
be easily calculated from timely census data that is made publicly-available by the NHGIS. (Q-ii)
While only negligibly more difficult to calculate than neighborhood poverty, neighborhood quality
captures many of the additional variables thought to determine how a neighborhood affects its
residents above and beyond poverty alone. Weaknesses of quality are that (Q-a) it may not capture
all relevant neighborhood characteristics; and (Q-b) the characteristics included may not affect
outcomes in a straight-forward (ie, linear/additive) way.
Two strengths of the COI as a measure of neighborhood effects are that (COI-i) it can be
calculated from timely data; and (COI-ii) it incorporates even more neighborhood characteristics
thought to affect residents’ outcomes, like school district outcomes and pollution, from disparate
datasets that contain information not available in the Census. Strength COI-ii helps to address
weakness Q-a of quality by doing more to capture all relevant neighborhood characteristics, but
this comes with the tradeoff of (COI-a), that the COI is more difficult to calculate, requiring
the assembly of multiple datasets. Another weakness is a holdover from quality: (COI-b) the
characteristics included may not affect outcomes in a straight-forward (ie, linear/additive) way.
Three strengths of the OA as a measure of neighborhood effects are that it allows us to (OA-i)
measure actual outcomes; (OA-ii) measure said outcomes conditional on individual characteristics
like race/ethnicity and gender; and (OA-iii) measure a wide variety of outcomes like incarceration,
teenage pregnancy, and marriage. Three weaknesses of the OA as a measure of neighborhood
effects are (OA-a) neighborhood sorting by individual-level demographic characteristics Xi resulting in small sample sizes; (OA-b) neighborhood sorting over time resulting in bias; and (OA-c)
interpretation due to the fact that outcomes are a result of neighborhood effects and individual
characteristics. Weakness OA-a is an issue because OA rankings are estimated. Thus, to capture
strength OA-ii, we may be concerned for cases where sample sizes are small enough to make estimates noisy. Strength OA-i is particularly exciting because it could allow us to address weaknesses
Q-b and COI-b. However, weakness OA-c makes strength OA-i difficult to gauge. Measuring outcomes does not overcome the fundamental issue in neighborhood effects research, neighborhood
sorting. We simply do not know if realized outcomes reflect neighborhood effects or neighborhood
sorting.
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Table 1: Measures of Neighborhood Effects
Neighborhood Poverty: Tract-level poverty rate
Years: 2014-2018, 2013-2017, . . . , 2005-2009, 2000, 1990, 1980, 1970
Area: All census tracts
Sources: American Community Survey (ACS) from 2005–; Decennial censuses from 1970-2000; Longitudinal Tract Database (LTDB)
Construction: Created by dividing the number of people in poverty in a tract by the total number of
people in a tract (for whom poverty status is determined). LTDB is used to interpolate earlier years
into 2010 census tract boundaries.

Neighborhood Quality: Aliprantis and Richter (2020)’s tract-level neighborhood quality index
Years: 2014-2018, 2013-2017, . . . , 2005-2009, 2000, 1990, 1980, 1970
Area: All census tracts
Sources: American Community Survey (ACS) from 2005–; Decennial censuses from 1970-2000; Longitudinal Tract Database (LTDB)

Construction: Created by using principal components analysis to combine tract-level ranks of six
neighborhood characteristics into a single tract-level ranking of neighborhoods. Those six characteristics are the poverty rate, the share of adults 25+ with a high school diploma, the share of adults 25+
with a BA, the Employment to Population Ration for adults 16+, the labor force participation rate
for adults 16+, and the share of families with children under 18 with only a mother or father present.
LTDB is used to interpolate earlier years into 2010 census tract boundaries.

COI: Brandeis University’s tract-level Child Opportunity Index 2.0
Years: 2013-2017 and 2008-2012
Area: All census tracts
Sources: 29 indicators from numerous sources including the American Community Survey (ACS),
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), Stanford Education Data Archive (SEDA),
GreatSchools (GS) proprietary data, US Department of Education EDFacts, US Department of Education Office for Civil Rights Data Collection (CRDC), Environmental Protection Agency Risk-Screening
Environmental Indicators (EPA RSEI), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Opportunity Atlas, RW Johnson Foundation 500 Cities Project
Construction: Created by combining tract-level measures of many neighborhood characteristics into
a single tract-level ranking of neighborhoods.

OA: Opportunity Atlas tract-level income estimates
Years: 1978-83 birth cohorts
Area: Census tracts with sufficient observations
Sources: Census 2000 and 2010; Federal income tax returns in 1989, 1994, 1995, and 1998-2015
Construction: Estimate child’s expected income conditional on their parents’ household income
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Table 2: Strengths and Weaknesses of Neighborhood Effects Measures
Neighborhood Poverty Strengths
P-i: the neighborhood effects mechanisms it is thought to capture are clear
P-ii: the data are both timely and made publicly-available by the NHGIS
Neighborhood Poverty Weaknesses
P-a: We believe there should be considerable variation in neighborhood effects depending on
other characteristics of a neighborhood
Neighborhood Quality Strengths
Q-i: Measure can be easily calculated from timely census data that is made publicly-available
by the NHGIS
Q-ii: Measure captures 6 key variables thought to determine neighborhood effects
Neighborhood Quality Weaknesses
Q-a: Measure may not capture all relevant neighborhood characteristics
Q-b: The characteristics included may not affect outcomes in a straight-forward (ie, linear/additive) way
COI Strengths
COI-i: Measure can be calculated from timely data
COI-ii: Measure captures many measurable variables thought to determine neighborhood effects
COI Weaknesses
COI-a: Measure is more difficult to calculate than poverty or quality
COI-b: The characteristics included may not affect outcomes in a straight-forward (ie, linear/additive) way
OA Strengths
OA-i: Measure is based on realized outcomes rather than neighborhood characteristics
OA-ii: Measure can be made conditional on individual characteristics like race/ethnicity and
gender
OA-iii: Measure can be made for a wide variety of outcomes like incarceration, teenage pregnancy, and marriage
OA Weaknesses
OA-a: Neighborhood sorting by Xi ’s resulting in small sample sizes
OA-b: Neighborhood sorting over time resulting in bias
OA-c: Neighborhood sorting means realized outcomes do not necessarily reflect neighborhood
effects (that is, Yi = fi (Xi , Xj ) 6= fi (Xj ))
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B

Measuring Kids by Poverty Status

(a) Raw

(b) Percentage

Figure 6: Examining Mismeasurement using Kids in Poverty
Note: We estimate the number of poor children in a tract, pb, as the share of a tract’s families that are poor times the number of
kids age 6-11 in the tract. In the NHGIS publicly-released 1990 Census data we can observe the true number of children aged
6-11 who are poor, p. In the left panel we compute mismeasurement as pb−p, and in the right panel we compute mismeasurement
as 100 × pb−p
. Note the asymmetric tails of mismeasurement: Poor children in a tract imply poor adults in a tract, but poor
p
adults in a tract are not necessarily accompanied by children.
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C

Case Studies

(a) Cuyahoga County, OH

(b) Shaker Heights, OH

Figure 7: Case Studies from Cleveland, Ohio
Note: The left panel shows Cuyahoga County, Ohio. Highlighted in blue are tracts in the Central Neighborhood, and highlighted
in red are tracts in the city of Shaker Heights. The right panel shows OA estimates of individual income for low-income children
together with the number of low-income children in the OA sample age range in the 1990 Census.

(a) Shaker Heights, OH

(b) Central Neighborhood, Cleveland, OH

Figure 8: Case Studies from Cleveland, Ohio
Note: The left panel shows OA estimates of individual income for black males together with the number of black boys in the
OA sample age range in the 1990 Census. The right panel shows OA estimates of individual income at age 26 for children with
parents at the 10th percentile of household income.
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D

Neighborhood Effects
Table 3: Test for Neighborhood Effects

Dep.
Variable
1990 Qualityi
– OAi

Indep.
Variable
1990 Qualityi
– 1990 Quality−i

β
0.42

R2
0.10

(0.00)
Note: The dependent variable is the 1990 quality
rank of each tract i minues the OA rank of each
tract i. The independent variable is the 1990 quality rank of each tract i minus the mean 1990 quality rank of tracts, excluding tract i, located in the
same school district as tract i. 1990 school district
boundaries are obtained from the National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES) website. We use
the boundary file from 1995 which represents the
1989-1990 school district boundaries, and focus on
unified school district boundaries.

Figure 9: OA and School District Disagreements
Note: This figure shows the data reported in the Table 3.
OA disagrees with the 1990 quality ranking of a tract in
the same direction as the rest of the tract’s school district
disagrees with the 1990 quality ranking of the tract.
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E

Variation in Neighborhood Effects Measures
Table 4: Variation Explained

Neighborhood Effects
Measure
2018 Quality
COI
OA
OA
OA
2018 Quality
2018 Quality

Independent
Variable
2018 Poverty
2018 Poverty
2018 Poverty
1990 Poverty
1990 Quality
1990 Quality
COI

R2
0.74
0.70
0.35
0.33
0.39
0.67
0.86

Note: All measures are in terms of percentile
ranks. The top three rows are the relationships shown in the figure on the right. All
regressions are weighted by the population at
the time of measurement for the independent
variable. The OA rank is in terms of the income estimates pooled over race/ethnicity for
children from parents with 25th percentile incomes.

Figure 10: Variation in Other Measures for Median Poverty Tracts
Note: The figure shows tracts that are between the 47.5th
and 52.5th percentiles of the individual-level distribution
of tract-level poverty rates in 2014-2018.
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F

Changes over Time

(a) Change in Population

(b) 2017 Quality – 1990 Quality

Figure 11: Predicting Disagreement in 2018 Quality and OA Rankings
Note: The left panel shows the distributions of disagreement between the 2018 quality and OA rankings of tracts for those
tracts in the top and bottom 10 percent of population growth between 1990 and 2018. The right panel shows the distributions
of disagreement between the 2018 quality and OA rankings of tracts for those tracts in the top and bottom 10 percent of the
change in quality between 1990 and 2018.

(a) Large Disagreements by Population Growth

(b) Expected Disagreement by Change in Quality

Figure 12: Predicting Large Disagreements in 2018 Quality and OA Rankings
Note: The left panel shows local linear regressions of the probability that 2018 quality ranks a tract at least 20 percentile points
higher than another measure as a function of population growth in the tract between 1990 and 2018. The other rankings shown
are OA in green, 1990 quality in red, and COI in purple. The right panel shows the mean difference in 2018 quality and OA
rankings of a tract as a function of the change in quality between 1990 and 2018.
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G

Common Support

(a) Kids in Low-Quality Neighborhoods

(b) Kids in High-Quality Neighborhoods

Figure 13: Sample Sizes by Income
Note: The left panel displays the estimated number of children aged 6-11 in the 1990 Census with parents in the top and bottom
quartiles of household income residing in tracts in the bottom quartile of 1990 neighborhood quality. The right panel displays
the estimated number of children aged 6-11 in the 19990 Census with parents in the top and bottom quartiles of household
income residing in tracts in the top quartile of 1990 neighborhood quality.

(a) Number of Boys by Quality

(b) Overlap of Estimates

Figure 14: Sample Sizes and Common Support by Race
Note: The left panel shows the median number of black and whites boys in a tract conditional on being in a given percentile
of 1990 neighborhood quality. The dashed lines show the medians when calculated only for tracts in the 54 largest metros in
the 2017 American Community Survey, with each metro have at least 1 million inhabitants. The right panel shows the percent
of tracts with OA estimates conditional on black males and white males at each percentile of neighborhood quality.
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(a) By Raw Neighborhood Characteristic

(b) By Neighborhood Ranking

Figure 15: Extrapolating with the MTO Data
Note: Both panels assume MTO treatment and control group means of $7,000 and $12,289 for mean individual earnings
for children with parents at p=10 in the Opportunity Atlas based on Chetty et al. (2020) Figure X. Both panels assume
extrapolation to $17,207 for neighborhood mean individual earnings for children with parents at p=10 in the Opportunity Atlas
based on Chetty et al. (2020) Figure XIV. The left panel shows the support of the MTO data in light blue and the range of
extrapolation in dark blue in terms of the raw neighborhood outcome. The right panel shows the support of the MTO data in
light blue and the range of extrapolation in dark blue in terms of the OA ranking of neighborhoods.
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